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Abstract
The present work is an analysis of the performance of the basic vector operations AXPY,
DOT and SpMV using OpenCL. The code was tested on the NVIDIA Tesla S2050 GPU and
Intel Xeon Phi 3120A coprocessor. Due to the nature of the AXPY function, only two versions
were implemented, the routine to be executed by the CPU and the kernel to be executed on
the previously mentioned devices. It was studied how they perform for different vector’s sizes.
Their results show the NVIDIA architecture better suited for the smaller vectors sizes and the
Intel architecture for the larger vector’s sizes. For the DOT and SpMV functions, there are three
versions implemented. The first is the CPU routine, the second one is an OpenCL kernel that
uses local memory and the third one is an OpenCL kernel that only uses global memory. The
kernels that use local memory are tested by varying the size of the work-group; the kernels that
only uses global memory are tested by varying the arrays size. In the case of the first ones, the
results show the optimum work-group size and that the NVIDIA architecture benefits from the
use of local memory. For the latter kernels, the results show that larger computational loads
benefits the Intel architecture.
Keywords: Nvidia Tesla; Intel Xeon Phi; OpenCL; kernel; vector operations; AXPY; DOT;
SPMV
Introduction
Nowadays, the top supercomputer systems are heterogeneous systems that use more than one kind
of processors to gain performance. One of the leading vendors to provide accelerators for high per-
formance computing is NVIDIA. As of November 2014, 61.3 percent of the heterogeneous systems
at Top500 use NVIDIA to provide acceleration to their systems [1]. More concretely, the number 2
and 6 of the list run with NVIDIA. This situation differs greatly from the state at June 2012, where
91.5 percent of the heterogeneous systems used NVIDIA. The difference between then and now is the
incursion of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor for acceleration. In June 2012 only one system was found
using this card at Top500, and now in November 2014, 28 percent of the heterogeneous systems use
Xeon Phi, including the first in the list. These two platforms have different programming APIs and
memory models, which complicates the comparison of the algorithm’s performance between them.
In order to simplify the development in heterogeneous systems, the OpenCL project provides a single
interface that enables the execution of the same code in any compliant device. This is a wide available
and lively developed framework maintained by a non-profit consortium, the Khronos Group [2], and
adopted by many vendors like Apple, Intel, AMD, and some more, by providing support on their
devices. Both the NVIDIA Tesla S2050 and the Intel Xeon Phi 3120A are compatible, so it is possible
to write code to both and make a direct comparison of the performance.
With heterogeneous systems positioned on the first places in the Top500, having the same code that
can be executed in several platforms is becoming a necessity instead of an option. The present work is
inspired in this reality, so the objective is to analyse the kernels’ performance to improve executions’
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time of algorithms of linear systems solvers [3]. The focus was on solvers that could manage to find
the solution for systems whose matrix is not symmetric, which are commonly generated by numerical
simulations, including semiconductors devices [4] among other research fields. The kernels tested in
this work were included in a three-dimensional Finite Element simulator tool developed by our group.
The applications of this simulation tool include the study of several semiconductor devices like:
Bipolar Junction Transistors [5], High-Electron Mobility Transistors [6], Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
Field-Effect Transistors [7] and Solar Cells [8].
This work has the following organization: on section Justification there is a brief justification of the
present analysis; on section Specification of devices the technical specifications of the NVIDIA Tesla
and Intel Xeon Phi devices are given; on section OpenCL a brief introduction to the terminology used
by OpenCL is done; on section Kernels an analysis of the implemented kernels is done; on section
Results the results of the tests are registered; and the conclusions are summarised on the last section.
Justification
The main classification for sparse linear systems solver are: direct solutions methods and iterative
methods. An example of the first class is the LU factorization. The iterative methods can be clas-
sified in two classes: basic iterative methods and projection methods. The latter class has the most
important iterative methods for solving large sparse linear systems [9]. Examples of these algorithms
are: Full Orthogonalization Method (FOM), Incomplete Orthogonalisation Method (IOM), General-
ized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES).
The most used operations in iterative methods for solving sparse linear systems, whose matrix is
unsymmetric [9], are: the AXPY function (ax+y), the DOT function (x ·y) and the SpMV function
(Ax), where a is a scalar, x,y are vectors and A is a square sparse matrix. For example, having a
look on one iterative method for solving sparse linear systems, the Flexible variant of the Generalized
Minimal Residual method, shows that the algorithm depends highly on these operations (see Fig. 1).
Note that also the norm-2 has a dependency on the DOT function, as its calculation requires a dot
product of a vector with itself.
Figure 1 Functions of the FGMRES algorithm. For clarity, it has been located one instance of each function in the
code, but several others can be found on other steps of the code.
The performance of these functions have a considerable dependency on the specific implementation.
Considering the differences in architecture and capabilities of the available coprocessors and General
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Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs), changing the implementation of the kernels will have
an extra impact on the performance of the functions, hence boosting or decreasing the running time
of the linear system solver.
Specifications of devices
In this work, two devices are used in order to comprehend and analyse the differences between kernel
implementations and performance. The first is a High Performance Computing (HPC) oriented GPU
from NVIDIA, the Tesla S2050, which represents a well tested and established product. Also, it is used
the novel Xeon Phi Coprocessor from Intel, arising with a different paradigm of more complex cores
and logic. Both devices have support for OpenCL, which makes them perfect to be compared using
a common application program interface (API). In TABLE 1 is a summary of the main specifications
of the NVIDIA Tesla S2050 and the Intel Xeon Phi 3120A.
GPUs were originally developed to be used in graphics manipulation, so they have very simple
processing cores, however the GPGPUs have been designed to be more useful in the field of HPC,
starting with the Fermi line. The NVIDIA Tesla S2050 is a Fermi based GPU which has two slots,
each having two M2050 cards of 14 CUDA cores (Streaming Multiprocessors) for a total of 448 cores
and 3,072 MB of memory. Each GPU core operates at a frequency of 1.1 GHz. Its theoretical peak
performance is 1028 GFLOPS with single precision [10].
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor contains 57 cores, with a 512-bit vector arithmetic unit, for SIMD
vector instructions. The coprocessor has an L1 cache in each core of 64 KB and L2 cache in each core
of 512 KB (both are combined Data and Instructions). Each core can execute up to four hardware
threads simultaneously and operates at a frequency of 1.1 GHz. The theoretical peak performance of
the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor is 1011 GFLOPS [11].
The NVIDIA architecture is benefited by parallelism of fine grain due to larger quantity of lighter
cores that are not capable of supporting SIMD instructions. On the other hand the Intel Xeon Phi
coprocessor has heavier cores that supports SIMD instruction and with its own cache hierarchy
implying a necessity for a complex mechanism for cache coherency. Because of this, the latter is
benefited by parallelism of coarse grain. Another important difference to consider between these two
devices, is where each has allocated the local memory. For the NVIDIA Tesla architecture, local
memory is allocated on each CUDA core and its available to each of its 32 cores; on the other hand,
for the Intel Xeon Phi architecture the local memory is allocated on the regular GDDR memory, so it
introduces additional overhead in terms of redundant data copy and management if used [12].
Table 1 Specifications for the NVIDIA Tesla S2050 and Intel Xeon Phi 3120A devices.
Tesla S2050 Xeon Phi 3120A
Cores 448 57
Core clock (GHz) 1.10 1.55
Total memory (GB) 3 6
Memory max bandwidth (GB/s) 148 240
TDP (W) 225 300
Maximum work-group size 1024 8192
Double arithmetic support yes yes
Cache L2 (MB) 28.5
Cache line size (B) 128 64
Device type GPU Accelerator card
OpenCL
OpenCL is a programming framework that enables the utilisation of the same code on multiplatform
systems [13], [14], [15]. In this work, OpenCL provided a common ground to test functions on two
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devices with very different architectures. As a new programming paradigm it has its own terminology,
much as CUDA does the same for the NVIDIA’s GPUs.
The description of the elements of the OpenCL frame is needed to explain the behaviour of the
kernels along the article. Please note that these elements will have a different counterpart in the
physical device depending on the card. Especially the last three (compute unit, work-item and work-
group), and the memory model, as explained in section Specification of devices. The key concepts
list is as follows:
• Host: the Central Processing Unit (CPU) were the code is being executed.
• Host application: the code that contains the OpenCL instructions and manages the kernels.
• Kernel: is a special coded function to be executed by one or more devices.
• Device: any processing unit, such as CPUs, GPUs or accelerator cards (coprocessor), that is
OpenCL complaint.
• Context: a container used by the host to manage all the connected devices.
• Program: the container where the kernels are searched by the host to send into a device.
• Queue: is a mechanism used by the host to dispatch kernels from a program into a device.
• Compute unit: a processing core contained within a device.
• Work-item: is an individual kernel execution with a specific set of data.
• Work-group: is a set of work-items that access the same processing resources (e.g. local
memory).
The host is running the application that contains all the code, namely source.c. Once the host
finds the instructions that set the frame for OpenCL, it looks into the program container, namely
kernels source.cl, for kernels. Once the host have access to the kernels, it can send them to a specific
device included into the context by its queue, as shown on Fig. 2. Note that each device needs its own
queue, so if three devices are available on the platform, three queues will be required to communicate
with each one of them.
Figure 2 OpenCL frame.
The last three terms of the key terms list are more related to the OpenCL’s device model. It
is important to know this model because explains how memory address spaces are accessed. The
OpenCL device model identifies four address spaces:
• Global memory: write/read memory that stores data for the entire device.
• Constant memory: read memory that stores data for the entire device.
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• Local memory: stores data for work-items in a work-group.
• Private memory: stores data for a single work-item.
In Fig. 3 the relations between the different types of memory and the work-items, work-groups and
compute units are shown.
Figure 3 Schematic representation of the OpenCL device model.
The global memory is the largest and also the slowest memory region on the device. When the
host sends data to the device, it writes directly into global memory, and when the host receives data
from the device it reads from global memory. The constant memory has the same characteristics of
the global memory, except it has read-only access. The local memory is faster and commonly much
smaller than global memory, the NVIDIA Tesla architecture benefits from using it, as later results will
show. Finally, the private memory is the fastest and smallest memory region, it can be only accessed
by individuals work-items.
Kernels
Several implementations of the functions are done in order to analyse them, using OpenCL, so kernels
can run in both devices without changes. Besides the length of the arrays to process, there is another
parameter that influence the performance of some of these kernels, the work-group size. In section
Results is showed the impact of this parameter.
The AXPY function.
There are two versions of the AXPY function, the CPU version and one OpenCL version. There is
only one OpenCL version of this function because is almost a simple read-write operation giving no
space to program a different version. This operation was included to see which device performed
better for a highly parallel operation like this.
The CPU version of the AXPY function is:
for (i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++)
r[i] = a∗x[i] + y[i];
and the kernel for the AXPY function is:
kernel void axpy( float a,
global float ∗x,
global float ∗y,
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global float ∗r)
{
unsigned int gid = get global id(0);
r[gid] = a∗x[gid] + y[gid];
}
In this kernel, one work-item computes one component of the vector r, this is, the work-item
whose gid = 0 will compute r[0] = a ∗ x[0] + y[0], the work-item with gid = 1 will compute
r[1] = a ∗ x[1] + y[1] and so on, until all elements of vector r are calculated (see Fig. 4). This is the
perfect example of a highly parallel routine as all rows operations are independent of each other and
each work-item access a single memory position per array consecutively .
Figure 4 Array accesses by work-items in kernel axpy. This figure contains the example of r = 2x+ y with r,x,y
arrays of 100 elements.
The DOT function
There are three versions of the DOT function. The first version is the CPU implementation, the
second version is an OpenCL kernel, optimized for the NVIDIA architecture as it uses local memory
(see section Specification of devices), and the third version is an OpenCL kernel optimized for the
Intel Xeon Phi architecture, as it does not use local memory (see section Specification of devices).
The CPU version is:
r = 0.0f;
for (i = 0; i < LENGTH; i++)
r = r + v1[i]∗v2[i];
the first kernel of the DOT function is:
kernel void dot0( global float *v1,
global float *v2,
global float *vrp)
{
unsigned int lid = get local id(0);
unsigned int ls = get local size(0);
unsigned int grpid = get group id(0);
unsigned int gid = grpid*(ls*2) + lid;
unsigned int s;
local float LB[WORK GROUP SIZE];
LB[lid] = v1[gid]*v2[gid] + v1[gid+ls]*v2[gid+ls];
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barrier(CLK LOCAL MEM FENCE);
if (lid < 8) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+8];
if (lid < 4) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+4];
if (lid < 2) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+2];
if (lid < 1) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+1];
if (lid==0) vrp[grpid] = LB[0];
}
In Fig. 5 there is an example of the memory access by work-items in this kernel with a work-groups’
size of 8. This kernel is based on [16]. In this kernel, each work-item loads two elements of each vector
and computes their product and a first reduction, then it stores the result in LB (local memory).
Then the reduction is performed by completely unrolling the loop. The first half of the work-items in
the work-group performs a first reduction within LB in the first if line, then the first quarter do the
same in the second if line and so on, until the position 0 of LB has the final reduction of the block.
For the sake of space, only the unrolling of a work-group of size 8 is shown and some barriers were
omitted, however the code tested also includes the unrolling of work-groups of size: 32, 64, 128, 256,
512 and 1024.
Figure 5 Array accesses by work-items in kernel dot0. This figure contains the example of the reduction step of a
local block (LB) which work-group size is set to 8.
The second kernel of the DOT function is:
kernel void dot1( global float *v1,
global float *v2,
global float *vrp)
{
unsigned int gid = get global id(0);
unsigned int lid = get local id(0);
unsigned int i;
float aux;
vrp[gid] = v1[gid]∗v2[gid];
barrier(CLK GLOBAL MEM FENCE);
if (lid=0)
{
aux = 0.0f;
for (i=0; i<CHK; i++)
aux = aux + vrp[gid+i];
vrp[gid] = aux;
}
}
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In this kernel, each work-item computes a chunk of elements of the array vrp, if CHK = 64 and
the length of the arrays is 256, then the work-item with gid = 0 will compute elements from positions
0 to 63, the work-item with gid = 1 will compute elements from positions 64 to 127, and so on,
until all the partial results are stored in array vrp (see Fig. 6). Note that this kernel is not using local
memory, each work-item reads the value from global memory and stores the result on private memory
(aux) until its done with its chunk, then stores the partial sum on global memory.
Figure 6 Array accesses by work-items in kernel dot1. This figure contains the example of vectors of length 256
and work-group size set to CHK = 64.
In both kernels, the total number of work-items (global size) is equal to the size of elements of the
vectors, or equal to the nearest multiple of CHK that covers the size of the elements of the vectors,
if they are not divisible by the value CHK. In both cases, CHK controls the size of the work-group
(local size), as CHK is equal to the size of the work-group.
An auxiliary kernel is needed to do the final reduction of the partial results (see Fig. 6) this kernel
is called red and its execution time is considerable lower than those of the kernels dot0 and dot1.
The following reduction could also be performed in CPU because it is a quick operation.
kernel void red( global float *vrp,
global float *vr)
{
unsigned int i, gid = get global id(0), ngrps = get num grps(0);
float aux;
if (gid==0) {
aux = 0.0f;
for (i=0; i<ngrps; i++)
aux = aux + vrp[i*CHK];
vr[0] = aux;
}
}
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In this kernel, the work-item with gid = 0 realizes the final reduction. From the example of Fig. 6,
the work-item 0 will sum the partial results of the vector vrp on positions 0, 64, 128 and 192, and
store the result on position 0 of the vector vr.
The SpMV function
In this work, the storage format used to store the sparse matrix is the Compressed Sparse Row format
(CSR) [9]. As illustration of this format, an example is given next.
Suppose the sparse matrix A has the following elements:
A =

1 2 0 0
0 3 4 0
0 0 5 6
0 7 8 9
 (1)
The CSR format stores the sparse matrix A as:
AA =
[
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
]
JA =
[
1 2 2 3 3 4 2 3 4
]
IA =
[
1 3 5 7 10
]
where AA is an array that stores the values of the elements of matrix A, JA is an array that stores
the values of the columns of each component of the matrix A, and IA stores how many elements has
each row of the matrix A.
Therefore the CPU version of the sparse matrix-vector product is:
for (i = 0; i < ROWS; i++)
{
r[i] = 0.0f;
for (j = IA[i]; j < IA[i+1]; j++)
r[i] = r[i] + AA[j]∗v[JA[j]];
}
The first OpenCL kernel of the SpMV function is shown next:
kernel void spmv0( global float∗AA,
global int ∗JA,
global int ∗IA,
global float ∗v,
global float ∗r)
{
local float LB[32];
unsigned int lid = get local id(0);
unsigned int grpid = get group id(0);
unsigned int indI,indF,i;
if (grpid<ROWS)
{
indI = IA[grpid];
indF = IA[grpid+1];
LB[lid] = cero;
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for (i=(indI+lid); i<indF; i=i+32)
LB[lid] = LB[lid] + AA[i]*v[JA[i]];
barrier(CLK LOCAL MEM FENCE);
if (lid<16) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+16];
if (lid< 8) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+ 8];
if (lid< 4) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+ 4];
if (lid< 2) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+ 2];
if (lid< 1) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+ 1];
if (lid< 1) LB[lid] = LB[lid] + LB[lid+ 1];
if (lid==0) vr[grpid] = LB[0];
}
}
In this kernel, one work-group, of 32 work-items, is assigned to one row of the sparse matrix, then
a reduction is done by unrolling the loop for corresponding to 32 elements. The for loop will iterate
if the length of the row is larger than 32 elements. The memory accesses of this kernel are shown in
Fig. 7. This kernel is based on [17].
Figure 7 Array accesses by work-items in kernel spmv0. This figure contains the example of a sparse matrix with
n rows, up to 64 non zero elements per row accessed by work-grups of size CHK = 32.
The second OpenCL kernel of the SpMV function is shown next:
kernel void spmv1( global float∗AA,
global int ∗JA,
global int ∗IA,
global float ∗v,
global float ∗r)
{
unsigned int gid = get global id(0);
unsigned int indI = IA[gid];
unsigned int indF = IA[gid+1];
unsigned int i;
float aux = 0.0f;
for (i=indI; i<indF; i++)
aux = aux + AA[i]∗v[JA[i]];
vr[gid] = aux;
}
In this kernel, one row is assigned to one work-item. From the previous example and using four
work-items for the matrix A the access would be as shown in Fig. 8. This is known as the scalar kernel
[17] because each work-item performs the scalar product of a row’s vector by the vector multiplying
the matrix.
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Figure 8 Array accesses by work-items in kernel spmv1. This figure contains the example of a sparse matrix with
n rows, the non zero elements of each row are accessed by an individual work-item.
Results
It is worth to mention the methodology used to measure execution times. For the CPU routines, the
POSIX function gettimeofday is used. For measure running times of OpenCL kernels, events profiling
is used. Profiling requires to create an event for each en-queued kernel that registers the starting
and ending time of the kernel, and the use of synchronizing methods (i.e. cl wait, cl finish) to make
to host wait for the kernel’s execution and termination. Also, to try to avoid the overhead due to
initialization the first executions are discarded previous to the kernel performing the operation being
tested. Each kernel was executed 10,000 times to get a good estimated of the arithmetic mean of its
execution time.
The AXPY function
Due to the fact that the kernel for AXPY function has not dependence of the size of the work-group
(or local dimension) to test its performance various lengths of the vectors are used for computation.
The sizes of the vector were: 1 K, 10 K, 100 K, 1 M, 10 M and 50 M of floats. As Fig. 9 shows,
the NVIDIA Tesla GPU performed better for vectors of small size, it ran approximately 10 times
faster than Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor for the 1 K case. However as the vector size increases both
devices reach a point of interception at around 50 K of elements. Finally, Intel Xeon Phi surpass the
NVIDIA Tesla performance reaching an acceleration of 2.5 times faster for the 50 M case. The better
performance of the NVIDIA GPU for vectors’ size under 50 K could be explained due to a larger cost
of the overhead initialising the cores of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, the almost horizontal segment
between 1 K and 10 K elements for the Intel line hints to a minimum time expended initialising the
cores for this kernel’s execution.
The DOT function
To test the performance of the DOT function, the size of the work-groups were varied. Using vectors
of a fixed size of 220 floats, the executions were done with work-groups size of: 32, 64, 128, 256, 512
and 1024 work-items for the NVIDIA Tesla GPU and the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.
From Fig. 10, can be appreciated that the kernel dot0 is faster on the NVIDIA Tesla architecture
as it makes a better use of the local memory. The graph also shows that 256 is the optimum size for
work-groups for the NVIDIA device. The apparently independence showed by the Intel coprocessor
when executing kernel dot0 could be due to overhead generated by using local memory on this type
of architecture.
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Figure 9 Execution of the Kernel axpy on both devices vs size of vectors.
Figure 10 Execution of the Kernel dot0 on both devices vs size of work-groups.
On the other hand, Fig. 11 shows that the Intel coprocessor performs faster using global memory
only, which agrees with the recommendations on [12] to avoid the use of local memory, and using
work-groups of size 64. The figure also confirms the optimum work-groups’ size of 256 for the NVIDIA
architecture, and shows that the NVIDIA GPU is faster for the reduction of vectors of 220 elements.
Once the optimum versions for the DOT function had been identified for each device, a comparative
of these version is done varying the number of componentes of the vectors processed. As can be
appreciated on Fig. 12 the NVIDIA GPU performed the reduction operation 10 times faster for the
small size vectors than Intel and the gap narrows to 5 for the large size vectors.
The SpMV function
Testing the kernel spmv0 was similar done as the DOT function, due to the fact that these kernels
share dependancy from the size of the work-group. However, the vectors were replaced by a square
sparse matrix of 214 rows, with each row having 128 elements, that results in arrays AA and JA of
221 floats and integers respectively; and a vector of 214 elements. In Fig. 13 the graphs are shown.
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Figure 11 Execution of the Kernel dot1 on both devices vs size of work-groups.
Figure 12 Comparative of the reduction operation on both devices vs size of vectors.
As expected, the spmv0 was faster on the NVIDIA Tesla GPU due to its use of local memory in the
reduction of the partial sums. However, as the size of the work-group increases, so the total quantity
of work-items, creating a lot of idle threads since the maximum number of elements per row is 128.
This affected the execution time negatively as it increased with a larger number of threads available
to process each row.
To test the kernel spmv1 the size of the matrix was varied as the kernel has no dependency on the
work-group’s size. The matrices are described on TABLE 2.
The results of the spmv1 were according to the behaviour seen by the AXPY function. For the 1K
case the NVDIA Tesla GPU is approximately 10 times faster than the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor,
until both reach a common performance point with matrices of 100 K of non zero elements. Above
that number Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor performs faster than NVIDIA, reaching a speed up of 6 versus
the NVIDIA GPU for matrices with 50 M coponents (see Fig 14).
The results verify the impact of using local memory on the NVIDIA architecture, avoid it on the
Intel architecture; the effect of the work-group’s size where local memory is used; and the effect of
the synthetic data’s size on the performance of each device.
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Figure 13 Execution of the spmv0 kernel on both devices vs size of work-groups.
h!
Table 2 Matrices to test kernel spmv1.
Matrix Rows elements per row Non zero elements
M001 100 10 1 K
M002 1 K 10 10 K
M003 10 K 10 100 K
M004 10 K 100 1 M
M005 10 K 1 K 10 M
M006 10 K 5 K 50 M
Figure 14 Execution of the spmv1 kernel on both devices vs different matrices.
Conclusions
Clearly, the optimization of kernels for each device’s architecture pays off, as each kernel has a speed
up on the target device. For the AXPY function results showed that smaller vectors’ size benefits
the NVIDIA architecture as it performs the operation 10 times faster than the Intel architecture at
vector’s size of 1K and that larger vectors’ size benefits the Intel architecture as it performs the
operation 2.5 times faster than NVIDIA at vectors’ size of 50 M (see Fig. 9). The better performance
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of the NVIDIA GPU for vectors’ size under 50 K could be due to a larger cost of initialising overhead
of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor’s cores.
For the DOT function the use of local memory benefits the NVIDIA architecture as it performed
the operation faster with work-groups’s size from 32 to 1024 and using vectors of 220 elements;
achieving its peak performance with work-groups’ size of 256 (see Fig. 10). On the other hand, the
Intel architecture performs better when using only global memory in the same work-groups’ size range,
achieving its peak performance with a work-group size of 64 and using vectors of 220 elements (see
Fig. 11). The results also shows that NVIDIA GPU performs the reduction operation 10 times faster
that NVIDIA for small size vectors and 5 times faster for large size vectors than the Intel coprocessor.
For the SpMV function the NVIDIA the use of local memory benefits the NVIDIA architecture as it
performs the operation 15 times faster than Intel with work-groups’ size of 4 and using a sparse matrix
of 214 rows, 221 non zero elements and a vector of 214 elements (see Fig. 13). On the other hand,
without using local memory, Intel architecture performs faster than NVIDIA for larger matrices’ sizes
reaching a speedup of 6 for a matrix of 50 M non zero elements meanwhile the NVIDIA architecture
performs the operation 10 times faster than Intel with a matrix of 1 K non zero elements.
The versions of the DOT and SpMV functions that are not using local memory show a vectors’s size
where both devices reach the same performance. This is an interesting point since energetic consider-
ations could be the decisive factor to select one of these devices to perform the same computational
task.
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